SATISFACTION AND DISSATISFACTION
order to incite tbem to a certain action, one subscriber just
telephoned to the waterworks and had a drug put in the
water. It would reach all the subscribers, and when they
drank from their water supply the drug would do the
necessary inciting—or it might be, soothing.
You will notice that the subscriber who originated the
action did use the telephone system a little. And so it
also is in the human body. The eye sees an armed enemy.
The nervous system carries messages to the adrenal glands,
they pour adrenin mfco the blood, and it courses round the
body, producing certain effects. The analogy with the water
supply would be closer if in that case some of the towns-
people were influenced in one way by the drug, others in
another way, and a third section were unaffected: as
might be, supposing the drug were, say, whisky. The tee-
totallers would act in one way, bibulous people in another.
Adrenin, for example, as a larger amount than usual courses
round the blood, has the effect of stimulating those parts
of our organism which are likely to have heavy demands
made upon them m vigorous muscular action (such as a^
fight with another man), and of putting comparatively
out of action those parts which are for the moment useless
in a fight, such as the digestive organs.
We see, then, that the whole man is "integrated," is
caused to act as one unit, by this interlocking of the
glandular system with the nervous system on one hand and
with a large number of organs on the other. Hardly ever,
or perhaps never, can any isolated stimulus influence just
one isolated part of the body. By means of the nervous
system and its ally, the gland system, a response is called
forth in practically every part, though in the case of the
simple reflexes and the best established simple motor
habits the localization of the effect may be fairly complete.
On the whole, then, that readiness for action which
undoubtedly occurs in our neurones, when the first of a chain
of situations is encountered, may at least in part be due to
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